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• the rule of law ;

• a growing outward-looking economy ;

• broadly shared wealth and opportunity ; and

• participation in an increasingly interdependent world .

In short, the legacies of apartheid will be buried forever and
Canada is eager to play a constructive role in the new South
Africa .

We are extremely proud of the contribution that Canada has made
in the past few years in the preparation for constitutional
negotiations, in defence of human rights, in the promotion of
dialogue and in human resource development . But, as South Africa
changes and adapts to democratic development, so should our
assistance programs adapt to changing conditions .

Our support for research needs to be broadened from the
constitutional field into social and economic policy . Political
and economic freedom both require strong, responsive social and
economic policies, generated through a vigorous popular debate .
As a contribution to this process, Canada will be supporting a
range of policy research initiatives in economics, education and
urban policy .

As a first step in this direction, I am pleased to announce a 2 .5
million rand ($1 .03 million) contribution to the newly created
macro-economic research group .

Human rights has clearly been recognized as a high priority for
the new South Africa . But in the drive toward democracy, the
rights of women risk being taken for granted . As one
distinguished women's leader told me earlier this week, women are
inadequately represented in the CODESA process . They risk "being
spoken for, reasoned for and being done for . "

Canada intends to make women's issues, ranging from their
participation in the political process to the question of family
violence and equal access to education, a central element of our
development policy in South Africa .

We will continue our activity in support of dialogue, but will
place a greater emphasis on grass-roots cultural and sporting
initiatives targeted to children and youth . These programs offer
tremendous scope for breaking down community barriers and
promoting reconciliation and understanding in a long divided
society .

Finally, we will be focusing our extensive education program in
South Africa in a more strategic fashion toward the training of


